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N.J. Croce Co. 8437 Track Road, Nampa ID 83686 
Tel: 909-596-1800 sales@njcoce.com

13008AA $39.90 TRENDY DOLL STROLLER, 
PINK & GRAY

TRENDY is a beautiful doll stroller, fashionably colored and 
is suitable for dolls up to 18". With the adjustable handle, 
this stroller is sized for little girls. The stroller is easily 
folded up for transport. The convenient shopping basket 
stores everything needed for the mom's trip with her little 
darling. Packaged in a beautiful showbox. Handle height 
15" - 26".  Stroller measures 26" x 16" x 27".   

3 3+ 4003336130089

13014AA $39.90 TRENDY DOLL STROLLER, 
PINK & RED

TRENDY is a beautiful doll stroller, fashionably colored and 
is suitable for dolls up to 18". With the adjustable handle, 
this stroller is sized for little girls. The stroller is easily 
folded up for transport. The convenient shopping basket 
stores everything needed for the mom's trip with her little 
darling. Packaged in a beautiful showbox. Handle height 
15" - 26". Stroller measures 26" x 16" x 27".        

3 3+ 4003336130140
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13052AA $39.90 TRENDY DOLL STROLLER 
BLUE WITH PINK DOTS

TRENDY is a beautiful doll stroller, fashionably colored and 
is suitable for dolls up to 18". With the adjustable handle, 
this stroller is sized for little girls. The stroller is easily 
folded up for transport. The convenient shopping basket 
stores everything needed for the mom's trip with her little 
darling. Packaged in a beautiful showbox. Handle height 
15" - 26". Stroller measures 26" x 16" x 27".     

4 3+ 4003336130522

90088AX $32.90 CHARLENE SUPER MODEL 
STYLING HEAD, 10.6"

The CHARLENE SUPER MODEL 10.6" styling head turns 
every styling idea into reality. You can try out many 
different hairstyles. The included hairbrush, comb, hair clips 
and curlers will style her perfectly. Ideas for great hair 
styles are illustrated on the showbox.  For super glamor, 
makeup is included! With her long eyelashes and 
hairlength, she is a true beauty. Stickers are also included. 
Packaged in a beautiful showbox.  Product Measurements 
9.5" x 5.3" x 10.6"    

4 3+ 4003336900880

93824AA $19.90 FIRST WORDS BABY, 
PINK,15"

FIRST WORDS BABY is a 15" soft-bodied doll with 
sleeping eyes and 24 functions. When you press her 
tummy she laughs and cries with various baby sounds. A 
pacifier and a bottle are included in the set. Packaged in a 
beautiful window showbox. Three LR44 Button Batteries 
Included. Product Measurements: 7.5" x 4.1" x 15". 

8 18 Mo.+ 4003336938241
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93825AE $19.90 FIRST WORDS BABY, PINK 
& FUSCIA 15"

FIRST WORDS BABY is a 15" soft-bodied doll with sleepy 
eyes and 24 functions. When you press her tummy she 
laughs or cries with various baby sounds. This sweet doll is 
available with 4 different clothes. A pacifier and a bottle 
comes along with the doll. Packaged in a beautiful "try-me" 
window box with three LR44 Batteries included. Product 
Measurements: 7.5" x 4.1" x 15".  

8 18 Mo.+ 4003336938258

94682AO $31.90 Hello Baby Function Doll 18"

HELLO BABY invites you to cuddle. HELLO BABY is an 
18" soft-bodied doll with functions and sleeping eyes. If you 
give her the bottle, she happily smacks and moves her 
mouth like a real baby. She closes her eyes when she falls 
asleep. When you tickle her tummy she also laughs. She 
wears a lovely pink romper with matching cap. Packaged in 
a beautiful window showbox. Product Measurements: 18" x 
4.7" x  4.3". Requires Two AA Batteries, not Included.

4 18 Mo.+ 4003336946826
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